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About This Game

Join Louis and Timcat on a strange quest to discover their feline origins. Make your characters warriors, assassins, mages, or
healers. Embark on an emotional and action-packed quest where you eventually get a chance to become heroes of the kingdom
that has come under siege by mysterious cat mages. This is a short (about 3-5 hour) 90s style RPG in which you goof around,

but things get real too. There are over 40 maps to explore, and plenty of nifty graphics and music to appreciate.
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Features:

Kitty Cats (and a few dogs, notably a swordsman dog)

Emotional Music

Three enemy weakness types: slashing, magic, and blunt.

A powerful Hero who wins through sheer will-power.

Over 40 maps to explore with hidden goodies + a world map.
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Title: Existential Kitty Cat RPG
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Brewsterland Studios
Publisher:
Brewsterland Studios
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2018
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A very fun matching game with a medieval theme. It's a match 3, 4, 5 game, and there are powerups available to buy with the
gold accumulated. Also, matching 4 or 5 will unlock powerups that are upgradable at the store as well. The symbols will vary, so
it doesn't get tiring. There are clovers that need to be dropped to the bottom of the screen, but (my favorite part) is that they can
be destroyed and collected by anything that would normally destroy a symbol.

I finished the game and it was a fun ride.. This software is utter♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Astro A40 dont work, if you google it and find the
code u have to use its just crackly. I dont normaly write reviews but this software is special.

So, if you use a Wired Mouse (Razer) and activate it in the software its just laggy, twitchy mess. De-Activate it and its perfect.
So whats the point of the software.

I Have a £200 Astro A40 headset & Mixamp. Plug it into the steam link and it just crashes this software. so i googled it and
found a comment about entering a peice of code into the software perms so it works. Yes it works but not as intended, just
makes strange noises every so often & Glitch noises.

DO NOT BUY THIS SOFTWARE. POINTLESS. just download Discord on your phone and plug ur headset into it. Keyboard /
mice / Controller work fine without this peice of crap.

P.S I WANT A REFUND. Not absolutely amazing.
Not horrifyingly terrible.
Worth the price, especially if on sale.
Buy it, it costs less than a small pizza.. I never thought I could be more happier killing headcrabs but here it is.. Never got the
activation key, thumbs down.. I used to think that this game was terrible and a huge waste of money, but I recently had a change
of heart. I guess I thought that this game was going to be like Antichamber when I first saw it, so I bought it. I then got stuck on
the very first level and had to use a walkthrough because I thought it was confusing. I didn't really play it very much after I
bought it...
One day, I decided to try the level that I was stuck on (Level 02). The level involved using strange board things to get to various
areas you could use to recolor the ball. I was just about ready to give up and look up a video walkthrough when I discovered I
could  also recolor the boards themselves, too.  This proved to be one of the main elements I had to use to beat the level, and
after that I started to like this game as much as I do Antichamber.
The game always seems to be adding new mechanics constantly, which maintains a nice pace. Every level so far has had at least
one thing in it that is different from the previous, which I like a lot.
There is one important thing that I realized when I finally beat Level 02:  You need to experiment with the game to beat it. 
This makes perfect sense if you look at certain elements of the game. Unlike Antichamber, there are ways to die in the game.
The thing is, though, that you  don't fail if you die , which leads to some VERY interesting solutions. Sometimes dying is the
only way to solve a puzzle, or, at least, the most obvious way.
I have encountered a few glitches so far. Sometimes a ball will unexplainably warp and stretch if it isn't the right color for a
square, which acts kind of like a button in Portal that needs a specific color. If a board falls in lava (Or whatever that red stuff
is), it will usually respawn standing straight up. I haven't unlocked any of the acheivements that you get for beating a level yet,
even though I am somewhere around Level 05 or 06. For the most part, however, the game is fine. It also runs smoothly on my
computer, but that might be from the fact that it has something like 2 graphics cards in it. You can adjust the graphics quality
anyway, so that might mean the game could even run on a fairly old computer, provided that the lowest graphics settings could
permit that. There isn't really much in the way of graphics, as most of it is putting colored balls into squares. This doesn't bother
me, though, as the relatively simple art style helps me focus on the gameplay.
My only real complaint is the soundtrack. I usually play without the sound on, and for (In my opionion) a great enough reason.
At one point I randomly decided to turn the game volume up a little bit. I heard a little bit of what I think was a guitar song that
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carried over to a little bit of the start of the next level. I then heard a completely different-styled song that seemed to be mostly
piano. The soundtrack is seemingly incoherent, as I can piece together just from listening to these two completely different-
sounding tracks. There isn't any sound in the game other than the soundtrack as far as I can discern, though, so you won't be
missing out on any important audio clues by having the game's sound turned off.
All in all, Colortone is a great little game that will reward that certain player that likes to experiment with a game to beat it. It
does have a few bugs here and there, but these glitches don't ruin the gameplay for the most part.. Pirates of the Crash to
desktop

On Buggier Tides. ummm..... dont wast your money on this crap game get the 2013 the real farming sim this is a crap.
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. its a awesome game to play
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A great metroidvania, with weird sense of humor.. This game is very frustrating for all the wrong reasons. The devs have a very
abstract idea of what "hitbox" means, and you'll find yourself dying over and over agaIn from wonky visuals, controls and
physics.
This would be a positive review if the game was free, but honestly you're better off spending the money (as cheap as it is) in
Steam Cards.. Back in days,i decided to buy 3 Lego Games. I took Pirates of Caribbean,Hobbit and Marvel Heroes. First i
decided to try Pirates of Caribbean since it's one of my favourite movies.

This game have nice grafic,funny gameplay and interesting puzzles - and that's mostly everything pozitive i can say about it.

After cca 30 minutes-1 hour of playing,game will crash to desktop without any error message. It's not only ,many other people
suffer from constant crashes-and there is no any patches that would've fix it,what's pretty lame for a game that carry ''LEGO'' in
it's name.
There's also no any tutorial,it took pretty while to catch how to play.
There is also no any voice actors in this game.

Skip this game,any buy any other Lego game. I tried Hobbit after this failure,it's thousand times better,and of course,there are
no any bugs,glitches or crashes in Lego Hobbit.. This game is pretty fun. Most people have complained of no button to get to
main menu, even though all you have to press is Esc. Some People complain that there is no way to save, even though there is a
button to save on the top right corner. In my opinion, most people who write bad reviews dont know how to play the game and
are way too stubborn to try. The only problem I have with this game is no options menu but, I don't care all too that much about
that.. Pretty fun, when it's not crashing. The worst thing is, sometimes, I'm so far in the level, then it crashes! It's frustrating to
have to start the level all over again. But all in all, a pretty standard Lego game. You collect studa, characters etc. Once you've
got the studs multiplyer though, the game becomes far less challenging.. I loved the main game, but to me this DLC is too short.
I expected a (smaller) open world wich I could explore, but instead I was given only one linear mission with very few depth.

+Nice graphics

-Boring
-Short

If you want to pick it up, do so in a sale. You're not missing out on anything without it. You could literally just watch a
playtrough of it and have the same experience.. NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO INSTANTLY HATED THIS THE
SECOND I SAW IT AND THEN HATED IT MORE AFTER PLAYING IT.. not much changes from original but still a fun
game.
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